[Development of a GeXP based multiplex RT-PCR assay for simultaneous differentiation of nine human hand food mouth disease pathogens].
A multiplex RT-PCR assay based on GeXP system was developed in order to detect simultaneously human enterovirus 71 (EV71) and coxsackievirus A16 (CVA16) and other coxsackieviruses (CVA4, 5, 9 and 10, CVB1, 3 and 5). Enterovirus detection was performed with a mixture of 12 pairs of oligonucleotide primers including one pair of published primers for amplifying all known pan-enterovirus genomes and eleven primer pairs specific for detection of the VP1 genes of EV71, C A16, CVA4, CVA5, CVA9, CVA10, CVB1, CVB3 and CVB5, respectively. The specificity of multiplex RT-PCR system was examined using enterovirus cell cultures and positive strains identified previously from hand-foot-and-mouth disease (HFMD) patients. Serial dilution of titrated EV71 and C A16 cell cultures and in vitro transcripted RNA of enterovirus VP1 regions were used to detect the sensitivity of the multiplex RT-PCR system. The limit of detection for this multiplex RT-PCR system was 10(0.5) TCID50/microL for EV71 and C A16 cell cultures and 1000 copies for in vitro transcripted RNA of nine viruses per assay. This multiplex RT-PCR assay is a rapid, sensitive and specific assay for the diagnosis of common enterovirus infection in cases of HFMD outbreak and is also potentially useful for molecular epidemiological investigation.